QUALITY
Inside & Out

The First. The Original. Since 1963.
Unlike the imitations, our wall beds utilize completely original,
proprietary designs and mechanisms patented by Clei, the global
leader in transforming furniture for more than five decades.

GLOBAL LEADER in Innovation and Patents
• All Clei systems undergo strict ISO 9001 testing, an international standard of quality
measurement which requires the mechanisms to be tested over 10,000 repetitions. This
ensures that the product is completely fail-proof and able to retain its tolerances and
workability over several decades of use.
• Unlike lookalikes, Clei’s patented hardware and mechanisms are completely hidden within
the structure of the bed.

SUPERIOR MATERIAL Quality & Sourcing:
It’s no secret that sustainable furniture starts with responsibly sourced,
high-quality materials.
• Our Clei wall beds are constructed of composite wood panels containing a minimum of
90% recycled or reforested wood product.
• Products manufactured using new chipboard panels are made of renewable, controlled,
virgin wood rated E1 or better, containing only the highest quality of raw materials to
allow for a 35% reduction of wood scraps while also reducing energy consumption.

CARB2 & TSCA TITLE VI Compliancy:
Resource Furniture’s entire product collection is CARB2 and TSCA Title VI certified.
This certification ensures:
• No formaldehyde is used in our furniture’s manufacturing process.
• Our products do not emit volatile organic compounds (VOCs) into the atmosphere.
• Our products use only water-based lacquers, paints and glues.
• Our furniture has no “new furniture smell” — that new furniture smell is off-gassing, and
it indicates that a product does not meet the environmental and safety standards laid out
by CARB2 and TSCA Title VI.

CLEANER, GREENER Manufacturing:
Clei’s sophisticated panel manufacturing process ensures no waste is released into
the environment:
• Composite wood panels are cut and edge-banded inside specialty vacuum chambers,
which recapture sawdust and gas by-products for recycling.

LIFETIME Warranty:
Unlike “fast furniture,” our products are designed for lifetimes of use — and we
back that promise with a lifetime warranty on all Clei mechanisms.
• Our wall beds feature a unique, modular design. This means that if a single part or panel
of your wall bed system is irreparably damaged, that piece can be replaced, leaving the
remainder of the system intact.
• Durable, high-quality furniture helps provide relief to our already overburdened landfills
— which is crucial, as over nine million tons of furniture waste go into landfills each year.

SUPPLY CHAIN Transparency
Our People-First Policy means that Resource works closely with every company in
our global supply chain, from our manufacturers to our employees to our installers,
to ensure that all individuals are treated with dignity and paid a fair wage:
• Our products are manufactured only in countries that conform to the International Bill of
Human Rights on issues such as equal pay for equal work, equal protection under the law,
freedom of association, the right to own property, and non-discrimination.
• Each member of our staff is well compensated with access to healthcare, profit sharing,
and 401k programs.
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